
The Future of Travel & Transport in 
Brighton & Hove ~ 4 Futures Feedback 

Scenario 1 
Greater Brighton/Complexity 

Year Events 

2030 Final stage of Greater Brighton integrated into mandate of Brighton and 
Hove Council, City becomes all EV 

2027 National legislation for farm stock reduction introduced, city centre 
pedestrianised 

2024 Carbon reduction and emissions limitation national legislation with 
goals that progressively increase over next five years introduced, 
Meatless diets become mainstream 

2021 Practical EV infrastructure introduced and deployed over next here 
years 

Question 1 

How can we take the opportunity of recrafting city transport to increase 

access for the less able?   

For example, what new access mechanics can be employed? What new (poss ibly 

old ones) lighting and wayfinding mechanisms can we apply?  

TABLE 1 

 Accessibility for cycles, trikes, e-bikes. 

 The whole city and suburbs need to be considered, not just the city centre. 

 Also think about less apparent disabilities such as dementia. 

 Reading – AI being used to guide journeys to London without guide dogs. 

 Signing and wayfinding. 

 Accessibility of Google Maps. 

 Young people lack confidence for independent travel. 

TABLE 2 

 Challenge at every point in the design process. 

 Introduce societal inclusivity challenge at every step on policy. 

 Opportunity to regenerate undesirable areas. 

 Positive for older people in the city. 

TABLE 3 

 Raised kerbs for buses – program. 

 Kassel kerbs at all bus stops. 

 Less-able help app. 

TABLE 4 



 Need to understand inflows/outflows. 

 Where do people ‘land’? 

 Underground car parks. 

 Flexible working practice will affect mobility. 

 Communication to people before they begin their journey into Brighton. 

 City Mapper for Sussex. 

TABLE 5 

 Are physical wayfinding mechanisms necessary when modern technology now performs this 

function? Is reassurance still needed? 

 Cable car up to top of hills in Brighton. Accessible for all and great tourist attraction. 

 By not picking an outdated and inflexible replacement for existing vehicles (trolley buses). 

 By not swapping breathable emissions for visible obstructions (trolley bus infrastructure). 

TABLE 6 

 Things might be more localised. 

 Enable greater access for children by reducing cars on the road. 

 ‘Less able’? Also very able but not catered for. Need to get the basics right. 

TABLE 7 

 Cycling a niche mode/cycling is accessible for disabled people. 

 Recrafting city transport will depend on what land use is where. One follows the other. 

 Respect and responsibility of other people. 

 Make all stations step-free. 

 More bike provision outside stadiums. 

 Improve surfacing of pedestrian and cycling environment to make smoother, less hazardous and 

off-putting to less able. 

 Electrically assisted bikes for hire and more cycle parking in convenient places. 

 Will education of use of new transport technology keep pace with implementation? Need to 

educate. 

TABLE 8 

 Flat levelled city centre – water run-off. 

 Social challenge of pedestrian space use. 

 Standardisation dependency. 

TABLE 9 

 Bringing the transport systems to the less able. 

 Lead to health concerns? 

TABLE 10 

 Make information more connected. 

 Better interchange e.g. taxi from door to bus. 

 More on-demand bus services. 

 City Transport app. 

 Look to other cities for what mobility solutions work. 



Question 2 

What are the challenges in a transition from fossil fuel to electric vehicles?  

For example, charging points for independent vehicles, rails for fixed line mass 

transport. 

TABLE 1 

 Different types of charging points. 

 Inequality/selective take-up. 

 Need to clear city centre of cars. 

 Need good quality open spaces. 

 Do we need EV charging in city centre? Car parks. 

TABLE 2 

 Spread energy across city in a network. 

 Efficient energy storage. 

 Tidal energy generation. 

 PVs on the Downs. 

 Are we creating new environmental problems e.g. batteries. 

 Is nuclear looking more attractive? 

 Rail systems transformed into DLR style automated system. 

TABLE 3 

 Not just electricity – what about hydrogen? 

 Power grid infrastructure. 

TABLE 4 

 Park and Ride – Water Hall. 

 How do we make travel from within the Greater Brighton area accessible for everyone, and 

encourage other sustainable modes? 

 Heavy investment needed to meet demand. 

TABLE 5 

 We don’t need rails for mass transit. We need the most flexible means of moving large number 

of people (wheels). 

 Renewably generated hydrogen can provide electricity for fuel cell. Electricity without the need 

for ugly pylons, overhead wires or grid heavy charging systems. 

 Infrastructure: 

o Different pricing structures. 

o If on-street, are you using existing infrastructure e.g. lamp columns? 

o On road charging = additional street clutter. 

o Different providers. 

o Take up road space. 

o Off-street and on-street charging points. 

o Rapid/semi-rapid. 

 Deliveries and vans. 

 Transition from fossil fuel to electric vehicles: 



o Cost of electric vehicles versus combustible energy vehicles. 

o Infrastructure. 

o Distance that can be travelled. 

o People having just bought vehicles may not be looking for another 6-8 years.  

TABLE 6 

 Electric charging points that work for a wide range of modes – not just cars. 

 What sort of journeys will we be undertaking in 2030? Distance, time, etc. 

 Challenge is we just switch smoothly from motor to electric without addressing inequalities of 

infrastructure. 

TABLE 7 

 Street clutter from charging infrastructure – inductive charging/rapid charging as solutions. 

 Cables obstructing pavements. 

 Need to cater for/consider e-bikes. 

 Cost legislation. Why fixed rail? Bus is more flexible. 

 Will the hydrogen fuel cell make EV infrastructure redundant? 

 Smart grids – Evs used as a way to even out demands on the grid. 

 Tram rails are cycle unfriendly so avoid. Autonomous bus better. 

TABLE 8 

 Grid capacity. 

 Short stay/long stay; short charge/long charge. 

 Design centre peripheral. 

 Decarbonised local and air quality carbon footprint outside boundary. 

TABLE 9 

 Infrastructure (conflicts with existing methods). 

 Moving with evolving technology. 

 Wireless/battery replacement rather than charging. 

 Investment. 

TABLE 10 

 Ability of power grid to cope with more EVs. 

 EV incentives. 

 How clean is the electricity? Are we moving the problem? 

 Installing infrastructure. 

 Use of pedestrian/road space for others. 

Question 3 

What challenges and opportunities would pedestrianisation of the city centre 

present and how might they be solved?  

For example, encourage or discourage the flight of physical retail . 

TABLE 1 

 Treat Brighton as a walled city. 

 Freight. 



 No need for confrontation – design out. 

TABLE 2 

 Introducing trams are a long process in the UK – not the same as Europe due to different 

regulations. Is there a role for trams? 

 Challenges: 

o Are those with mobility issues disadvantaged? 

o Disconnection of bus network when centre is pedestrianised. 

o Victorian/narrow road network. 

o Access challenges for supply and delivery to businesses – Drones? 

 Opportunities: 

o Reviewing land use – solutions like box park. 

TABLE 3 

 More and better quality (design) public realm in city centre. 

 Think Churchill Square and Lanes connectivity. 

 Less pollution – more enjoyable. 

TABLE 4 

 City zoning. 

 ITs to manage inbound traffic flows. 

TABLE 5 

 Opportunities: 

o Pedestrianisation of seafront to create attractive environment. 

o Increased pedestrianisation is good for improving look and feel of urban space as long as it 

doesn’t restrict the delivery of people to the destinations they want to visit. 

 Challenges: 

o Where does the traffic go, particularly buses to serve shops, leisure facilities, etc. Could it 

lead to decline in city centre retail. 

TABLE 6 

 Trial it – see how pedestrianisation goes. 

TABLE 7 

 What is the city centre? Distance is key/what is in the city centre?  

 Challenges: 

o Servicing of facilities/shops if they remain in the city centre. 

o Retail offer limited to things you can carry and experiences. 

 Opportunities: 

o Don’t shut out cycling – need shared space. 

o Freight delivery at early hours. 

o Invest in place building to improve the environment will retain footfall. 

o More cargo bikes making deliveries. 

TABLE 8 

 Exceptions and permissions (not pedestrian) like trade deliveries. 



 Utility access. 

 Private ownership, public space. 

 Property boundary and pedestrian/concourse areas. 

 Design and pinch points. 

TABLE 9 

 Customers want instant and direct access. 

 Challenges: 

o Retailers – deliveries/trade. 

o Less able users. 

o More places to linger. 

TABLE 10 

 ‘Pedestrianisation’ or ‘motor vehicle traffic free’? To include cyclists. 

 Copenhagen example – all pedestrian. 

 Opportunities: 

o  Clean air. 

o Nicer environment. 

o Social cohesion. 

o Improve place making. 

o Improve the main transport routes into the city. 

 Challenges: 

o How to get buses through. ‘Last mile’ by walking /smaller ‘vehicles’. 

Other Comments 
TABLE 1 

 Cycle super highway. 

 Move people to public transport hubs. 

 Free travel for U16s. 

TABLE 2 

 Scenario excludes less tech able people – often older people. 

 Pre-supposes a city centre that looks the same as it does now. 

 Failure of big chains = opportunity for small producers to form co-ops. 

TABLE 3 

 Do not assume with an aging population that mobility will be a problem. Plan to improve health 

and personal mobility. 

 More joined up thinking, less in silos. 

 Be less risk-averse. 

 Adapt cost-benefit analysis. Fit for purpose? 

 Calculated risks. 

TABLE 4 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 5 



 No additional comments. 

TABLE 6 

 More decentralised across Sussex, less need to travel to Brighton and it being at the centre. 

 Might there be more local markets and farm shops and less centralised distribution. 

 How would all the good from countryside be moved? 

TABLE 7 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 8 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 9 

 More cycle friendly. 

 Why travel? 

TABLE 10 

 Pedestrianise the seafront as well. 

 Big city centre retail will grow at the expense of smaller towns. 

 San Francisco – floating scooter scheme successful. 

 Shifting roles in Greater Brighton (i.e. BH retail hub, other towns business hubs). 

  



Scenario 2 
Greater Brighton/Authority 

Year Events 

2030 Final stage of Greater Brighton integrated into mandate of Brighton and 
Hove Council. Note that vehicles outside city limits in Greater Brighton 
need NOT be EV or centrally controllable….yet! 

2027 National legislation is bought in to progressively phase in state control 
of public transport over the next five years. As a progressive innovative 
city, Brighton finalises decision to be early adopter of a fully automated 
and centrally orchestrated transport system over next three years. 

2024 First cities in Asia run with fully automated, and centrally orchestrated 
transport systems. Remote education reduces Brighton student 
numbers and movements significantly, Majority of vehicles are EV 

2021 Autonomous Vehicles for transport of people and goods increasingly 
common, New education programmes associated with AI and transport 
developed 

Question 1 

What are the vulnerabilities of an automated city to disaster?  

For example, major weather events, major power outages, cyber attacks . 

TABLE 1 

 Significant – all affect current system. May not be more so than now. 

 Very vulnerable as systems run at full capacity. 

 Public health. 

 Who is paying? Costly. 

TABLE 2 

 To what extent would it need one central control point? Can we disperse and back-up? 

 Flooding – primary risk in Brighton. Electronics need to be resilient. 

 Currently perpetual supply dependent on Middle-East fuel – so may be an improvement. 

 AI improves resilience in all areas except vulnerability to terrorist attack. 

 Design in resilience- multiple back-up plans. 

 Challenges are not that different to now. New tech is reliant on maintenance of fundamentals = 

physical roads. 

TABLE 3 

 Differential impacts. 

 Redundancy/fall-back position. 

 How is availability to transport rationed – would it be by need? 

 Does transport need to be rationed?  Not if it meets demand. 

TABLE 4 

 Lack of human contact/social. 

 Reliance on data. 

 Ethics – could a driverless car kill someone? How do you program it? 

 How system responds to random events. 



 How fast can the system react? 

 Unpredictability of human behaviour needs accounting for. 

 Weather events affect transport now e.g. trains when it snows. 

 Is it reliable i.e. can I get a car when I need it? 

TABLE 5 

 Threat of hacking by vandals, terrorists or rogue nations. 

 Excluding those who do not use/aren’t comfortable with technology e.g. the elderly. 

 People may rebel against technology ruling their lives. 

 Do we have enough power? Wind/wave power. 

 Impacts of climate change – sea level rises may affect systems and parts of city will be affected. 

TABLE 6 

 Greatest risk = health. Vulnerability is increased health and social care costs in low fitness. 

 Overall system failure of control system for autonomous vehicles. 

 Risk – very car dominated physical space. 

 Risk of being held to ransom by criminals/government (big brother)/terrorism. 

TABLE 7 

 It needs a contingency. 

 No alternatives – lower resilience. 

 Terrible health and increased heart problems as no exercise. 

 Electromagnetic pulse (natural or deliberate) e.g sunspots or terrorist bomb would debilitate the 

city. 

TABLE 8 

 Lack of expertise/knowledge/skills to maintain. 

 Energy storage and back-up. 

TABLE 9 

 Back-up systems/plan B. 

 Rebellion/challenging control. 

TABLE 10 

 Resilience of the systems. 

 Need to remember the people in disaster situations. 

 General incompetence of controlling authority. 

 Centralised self-adjusting/organising individual vehicles. 

 Can we decentralise in an emergency? 

Question 2 

How are all citizens able to access transport when it is effectively state 

controlled?  

For example, free transport for all?  

TABLE 1 

 Active travel is marginalised. 



 Public fountains. 

 Humanising automation – future roles of drivers. 

 What about risks? Safe/Increased freedom. 

TABLE 2 

 Easier to means test for free access. 

 Can new tech bring transport prices down or does making technologies more sustainable add 

costs for providers? 

 Requires long term investment from central government. 

 Possible backlash in terms of individuals right to drive. 

TABLE 3 

 How is availability to transport rationed – would it be by need? 

 Does transport need to be rationed?  Not if it meets demand. 

 Aggregation of data could tell the states what the needs are. 

 When transport is free it takes a lot of work. Need for payment of infrastructure. 

TABLE 4 

 Who would it be available for? Commercial? 

 If state controlled it may be less innovative. 

 Rather than an age for concessions, more situational e.g. if they are mobile. 

 Need to plan for elderly and students. 

 Free travel for over 60s might go up as the age of population does e.g. free for over 70s. 

 Different mind-set for age. 

TABLE 5 

 If transport becomes state controlled, where will the funding come from to deliver it and 

reinvest in continual modernisation? 

 Integration with other areas outside Greater Brighton area – how does this work? 

 Other areas might have incompatible systems – VHS vs Betamax problem. 

 Need to encourage people to take healthy options and think for themselves. 

TABLE 6 

 How will it be funded if free to travel? 

 Access transport walking and cycling don’t need to be state controlled and it’s free. 

TABLE 7 

 Any system would need to be ‘controlled’ by the state or market. 

 What about goods/products as well as people? They will still need to move, people may not. 

 Free transport for all –Who pays? How is that likely in our post-brexit poverty and climate 

change disrupted economy? 

TABLE 8 

 What is the trade? How is it funded to make it free? 

 What about visitors/all citizens? 

TABLE 9 

 How would it be financed? Charges? 



 Would this disadvantage groups? 

 Concessionary travel. 

TABLE 10 

 Choice for the individual. 

 Resistance of some residents? 

 Transport support like housing support. 

 Loss of social interaction and skills. 

 Why assume transport free – should it be? 

Question 3 

What advantage could a fully automated city transport system offer Brighton 

in the future?  

For example, support business routes without a business case, agile 

accommodation of accidents and road closures.  

TABLE 1 

 Transport oriented development. 

 Multiple CBDs – more opportunity outside the centre. 

TABLE 2 

 Changing business environment likely to reshape travel routes. 

 Can service routes that aren’t currently financially viable. 

TABLE 3 

 Faster journeys. (Even if automated space is still limited?) 

 Improved equality/accessibility. 

 Quality of life. 

 Automated  predictability. Is this positive? 

 No ideal solutions – always will be people who like and don’t like developments and change. 

TABLE 4 

 More ways of moving around. 

 Won’t have to pay MOT, petrol and road tax. 

TABLE 5 

 Fully automated transport would reduce loss of operation of mass transport but there will still 

need to be human assistance for those who can’t interact with technology or know their way 

around the area. 

 More efficient use of road space – less congestion/regulated speed of vehicles travelling in the 

city. 

TABLE 6 

 Space for parking. 

 Better efficiency of traffic on network – shorter journey times. 

TABLE 7 

 Quicker journey times. 



 Redistribution of road spaces for better use. 

TABLE 8 

 Dynamic routing of traffic. 

 Managing charge demand (charge just in time). 

 Peak spreading. 

TABLE 9 

 More inclusive (subject to charging). 

 Reliability? 

 Efficient use of road space. 

TABLE 10 

 Less congestion. 

 Trains might run on time. 

 Freight could be delivered before the city opens. 

 Inter-connect journeys. 

 Less conflict between vehicles etc. Fewer collisions. 

Other Comments 
TABLE 1 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 2 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 3 

 Does demand for travel reduce proportionately to the scale of the change? 

TABLE 4 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 5 

 In a city so dependent on millions of visitors, accessibility needs are not the only challenge for 

autonomy. Confused visitors also need to be catered for. 

TABLE 6 

 Scenarios are very loaded in favour of techy, motorised, inactive society. 

 Extrapolation of banning cycling is banning walking. 

 Assumptions about what type of transport we like – joy, fun, air, chat. 

TABLE 7 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 8 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 9 

 No additional comments. 



TABLE 10 

 Effect on public health from less walking and cycling. 

 If the system fails, everything fails. 

  



Scenario 3 
Island Brighton/Complexity 

Year Events 

2030 Replacement of rail links stalled by lack of public funds.  Third runway 
at Gatwick under development. 

2027 Optimised goods transport ring of drop off points established around 
city.  Ring supporting local delivery autonomous vehicle system.  City 
now popular for East-West commuters. 

2024 Balcombe Tunnel collapses and Ouse valley Viaduct suffers instability 
problems. ‘Island Brighton’ becomes a popular phrase. Emigration of 
commuters, adoption of remote working for some. 

2021 Increasing pressures on commuting to London.  New business 
developments along south-eastern towns in East Sussex and Kent.  New 
transport links and services developed for East-West commuting. 

Question 1 

How can Brighton cope with a disastrous rail connection problem?   

For example, creating resilient routes to London.  

TABLE 1 

 Quite well. 

 Express coaches. 

 Tourism – visitor economy? 

 Second line can provide more resilience. 

TABLE 2 

 Risk of government reprioritising and focussing away from Brighton – North. 

 Remote working may reduce/remove demand to travel. Flexible working may fundamentally 

change rail demand and schedules. 

 Would autonomous vehicles remove the need for trains if more efficient? 

 Removing rail entry point will reshape city centre. 

 Reuse of space e.g. turn railway into cycle path for E-bikes. 

 Reuse station for office/co-working space. 

TABLE 3 

 Should be a priority to have an alternative to rail. Prosperity is linked to rail connections. 

 Have to increase our communications and partner with other nearby cities. Share and mitigate 

the problem. 

 Alternatives: 

o Road. 

o Canal. 

o Airship. 

 Underground transport system to London. 

TABLE 4 

 Creating career opportunities within Greater Brighton to reduce the need to commute. 



 Alternative route from Brighton to London – 1 line between is a risk. 

 Brighton is already vulnerable in trains/rail. 

 Tech needs to be better. 

 A virtual route is needed if cut off from London. 

TABLE 5 

 Express buses to Three Bridges/Gatwick with special priority measures. 

 Swap smart lane running on motorways for mass transit priority lane. 

 Alternative train line to London. 

 Alternative routes. 

TABLE 6 

 Drones. 

 More train lines from Brighton to London. 

 Face-to-face working is essential for many jobs. 

TABLE 7 

 Promotion of alternatives. 

 Congestion would gridlock the city.  

 Bus replacement services. 

 Have local goods. 

 More people live and work in Brighton creating a ‘digital route’ to London. 

TABLE 8 

 Shoreham Airport. 

 Lift share. 

 Park and ride - formal and informal (impact). 

TABLE 9 

 Building links to Europe. 

 Would people travel to London – Would they stop? E.g. car journey to Gatwick. 

 How do we adapt to tourist economy? 

 Autonomous link to Gatwick/Three Bridges stations. 

 Autonomous park and ride. 

TABLE 10 

 Second, high speed train line. 

 BML2 – Uckfield route. 

 Better links East to West. 

 Better links to France, Newhaven and Shoreham ports. 

 What about France? 

Question 2 

How will changes in shopping, retail and delivery be managed by the city?  

For example, helping the digitally excluded, creating strategies for optimised 

delivery times, changing consumption patterns with encouraged reuse . 



TABLE 1 

 Digital exclusion key issue in neighbourhoods. 

 Changing retail/opportunities in leisure neighbourhoods. 

 Build/reinforce communities. 

 Transport hubs in suburbs – focus for tech innovation/connectivity. 

TABLE 2 

 Personalised shoppers for digitally excluded to bridge gap. 

 Priority transport for essential and community services (priority lanes). 

TABLE 3 

 City will adapt. 

 More AI – human voice. Reduce digital exclusion. 

 There could be a movement of people against technology (them and us) or 2 societies, one that 

embraces and one that refuses to engage. 

 Definition of digitally excluded? 

o Would voice activated intelligence break down these barriers? 

o Won’t be anyone digitally excluded as everyone has grown up with it. Some may refuse to 

engage. 

TABLE 4 

 Overnight deliveries. 

 Brighton = city of experience. 

 Tourism. 

 More pick up places for parcels outside of central Brighton. 

 Drones. 

 Future houses designed for deliveries. 

TABLE 5 

 This could create new employment opportunities for service providers to provide personalised 

service over first mile/last mile. 

 Need to retain shopping for ‘buzz’ of the city i.e. tourism. 

TABLE 6 

 Social context of meeting/talking important for loneliness, not through shopping etc. 

TABLE 7 

 Will be unaffected. 

TABLE 8 

 Food convenience work space. 

TABLE 9 

 More corporate/commercial retail area under threat. E.g. Churchill Square. 

TABLE 10 

 Consider routes of delivery vehicles and how the city copes. 

 Risk of stifling innovation by consolidating delivery. Danger of monopoly. 



 Freight consolidation – needs a big stick to make it work. 

Question 3 

How can a city positively influence wellness through transport strategies?  

For example, encourage walking, social connection.  

TABLE 1 

 Equal weight to different sectors/modes. 

 Don’t forget simple solutions. 

 Go back to needs. 

 Need to have transport strategies backed by money. 

 Strong links between developments and transport. 

TABLE 2 

 Encourage human contact to remove isolation of home working alone. 

 Networking/sweat-working. 

 Outdoor networking walks. 

 Cycles to generate power. 

 Re-imagined business and office spaces around flexibility. 

TABLE 3 

 Over half the city is green space. We need to keep it and make it easy for people to use it, to 

move about on foot easier. 

 Need other reasons to leave the house if everything comes to you. 

 Wayfinding lighting. 

 Community hubs in local parks. 

TABLE 4 

 Baseline ambition. 

 We haven’t changed city landscape in last 50 years but we have changed ourselves. 

 Think about how space will be shared between cars, bikes, pedestrians, etc. 

 London has ‘healthy streets’. 

 How do we design the city? 

TABLE 5 

 There is already evidence that people who use public transport are healthier and have longer life 

expectancy than those who drive everywhere. 

 Strong linkages between public health and providing for walking and cycling (improve social 

wellbeing/reduce obesity and other diseases). This needs to be pushed/linked together within 

the strategy. Funding in public health is available and strategy should influence its use towards 

transport initiatives. 

 Will new technologies ever create social connection? Will we become isolated and have no 

social interactions? 

TABLE 6 

 App to run errands for elderly neighbours (exists already – good example). 



TABLE 7 

 Cycling. 

 Need to walk more to use public transport. 

 Joint working with other agencies. 

 Growing and cropping food in the city would improve health and fitness. 

TABLE 8 

 Nothing noted. 

TABLE 9 

 Simplify. 

 Reduce time constraint. 

TABLE 10 

 Pedestrianise more of the city centre. 

 Segregated cycle routes into and around the city. 

 Planning policies (including parking). 

 Active travel as default choice for able-bodied. 

 Electric bike also have health benefits. 

 Cost-benefit analysis for active travel. 

Other Comments 
TABLE 1 

 Single green light for pedestrians. 

TABLE 2 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 3 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 4 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 5 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 6 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 7 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 8 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 9 

 No additional comments. 



TABLE 10 

 No additional comments. 

 

  



Scenario 4 
Island Brighton/Authority 

Year Events 

2030 Recovery from transport infrastructure largely complete. For example, 
recovering property prices, tourism numbers, awards for desirable city 
to live in 

2027 Transition to a completely managed transport ecosystem 
2024 Balcombe Tunnel collapses and Ouse valley Viaduct suffers instability 

problems. ‘Island Brighton’ becomes a popular phrase. Emigration of 
commuters, adoption of remote working for some. 

2021 Increasing pressures on commuting to London.  New business 
developments along south-eastern towns in East Sussex and Kent.  New 
transport links and services developed for East-West commuting. 

Question 1 

In order to have a diverse personal transport ecosystem, what measures can 

we put in place now?   

For example, mandatory third-party insurance for cyclists, certification for 

electric buggy operation, more storage for cycles at public transport stops, 

buggies for rent. 

TABLE 1 

 Newhaven/Marina/Shoreham ferry link. 

 Taxis – rethink controls /market support/EVs. 

 Better digital integration – info and ticketing/purchases. 

 Cycling not age limited – schemes to support. 

 Prioritise walking and cycling. 

 Support more mixed mode transit – seamless/no physical barriers. 

TABLE 2 

 Is there such a things as too much diversity that creates new problems? 

 Make tighter regulation work for innovation. 

 New tech and options need to be supported by maintaining fundamental infrastructure. 

TABLE 3 

 Automated cycling racks for electric bikes. 

 More bus/taxi/cycle priority. 

 Interchange strategy.  

 Proper transport hubs in communities enabling people to change from one method 

transportation to another. 

TABLE 4 

 Buggies for rent = good idea. 

 More facilities for bikes on trains. 

 More fit for purpose transport for less able. 

 Transport interchanges to choose what onward mode they take. 



TABLE 5 

 Nothing noted. 

TABLE 6 

 Dedicated lanes for individual electric mobility scooters, buggies, skateboards, bikes. 

 Mix of autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles on the road. 

 As work becomes more sedentary, active travel becomes more popular. 

 Walking/cycling = social opportunities. Car = in a box. 

 Mandatory third party is unnecessary given risk/cost/inclusivity. 

 Where do you stop? License pedestrians, scooters, kids? 

TABLE 7 

 Invest in first and last mile solutions. 

 Better cycling infrastructure. Cycle super-highways across the city. 

TABLE 8 

 Impact on physical activity and health. 

 Risk management of security and integrity. 

 Standardisation to integrate/to enforce. 

TABLE 9 

 Integration between methods of transport. 

 Park and ride. 

 ‘City Mapper’ style app to encourage use of all means. 

TABLE 10 

 Improved and segregated cycle routes (East to West/North to South). 

 Better infrastructure for cycling and a plan (CWIP). Safer junctions. 

 Better links between transport and technology providers. 

 Better integration between modes of transport – supported by tech. 

 Use of the sea as a solution – intra-city. 

Question 2 

How ready is the Brighton and Hove community to cope with a major outage of 

local transport systems?  

For Example, in the future coping with a control outage of network co -

ordinated traffic or in the present the withdraw al of a public transport 

provider. 

TABLE 1 

 Need rail resilience – Uckfield to Lewes line/BML. 

 Lack of resilience affects the poor and disabled the most. 

 We are more resilient than we think. 

TABLE 2 

 Low car ownership makes us very reliant on public transport. 

 Improved flexible working and tech increases resilience of organisations against severe weather. 



 City centre can cope but rural/commuters less well served. 

TABLE 3 

 Nothing noted. 

TABLE 4 

 Needs more bike storage e.g. for flats. 

 Bike share system is good – progress. 

TABLE 5 

 Cope well – creative people who want to come up with solutions. 

TABLE 6 

 Would an outage of networked mobility not be much more devastating? 

 Every city should have a monorail. 

TABLE 7 

 Reliant on availability of information to make choices. 

 More journeys by bike will occur. 

 Currently fairly resilient in that you can have cars, buses, cycling, trains, walking, taxis, etc. 

TABLE 8 

 City is not homogenous. 

 Economic fragility – loss of visitor income. 

TABLE 9 

 Low expectation. 

 Will visitors make other choices rather than Brighton? 

TABLE 10 

 Getting around the city is OK but bigger problem connecting outside the city. 

 Bike and walking as a back-up and better infrastructure (future proofed). 

 Enabling cycling and walking as a default choice as the heart of a resilient city. 

 Need longer distance cycle routes through East to West Sussex etc. 

Question 3 

How can road routes into the city be better utilised for the transport of 

commuters from outside the city?  

For Example, can road links offer a more competitive offer for inbound and 

outbound Gatwick passengers?  

TABLE 1 

 Increasing road capacity for others doesn’t always increase GVA/economic growth 

 Hand over roads to other users – not more cars (even EVs). 

TABLE 2 

 AI vehicles can navigate traffic more effectively. 

 Break up working patterns to reduce pressure and end rush hour. 



 Smaller vehicles for public transport increasing flexibility and efficiency of routes. 

TABLE 3 

 Red routes. 

 Brighton to Gatwick road link needs effective management of the inside-city section in order to 

work. 

TABLE 4 

 This is becoming a reality as people are buying in Worthing, Littlehampton etc. 

 Roads aren’t best option for commuters – could cause road jams. 

 Underground trains. 

 Could put pressure on nearby train links e.g. commuters go from Brighton to Hastings then 

London. 

TABLE 5 

 Need park and ride. Flexible e.g. use other stations e.g. Haywards Heath. 

 Better usage of car parks. 

TABLE 6 

 Passenger drones linked to park and ride. Electric bikes, scooters, etc. for the last mile. 

 Long distance cycle routes/trams/trains. E.g. Copenhagen to towns 25km away – very popular 

routes. 

 Caracas/Medellin type cable railway (ski gondola) East to West links. (F.Behrendt) 

TABLE 7 

 Park and ride. 

 MRT corridors. 

 Get more people on a better rail system. 

 Reallocate road space. 

TABLE 8 

 Manage road traffic with macro one-way entry/exit to city. 

 Brighton and Hove city centric, North/South transport route bias. 

TABLE 9 

 Nothing noted. 

TABLE 10 

 Park and Ride – East to West as well as North. 

 Better use of car parks – tech. 

Other Comments 
TABLE 1 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 2 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 3 



 No additional comments. 

TABLE 4 

 This scenario could easily happen. If Brighton is successful then other towns will copy this. 

 Working from home leaves more leisure time. 

TABLE 5 

 There is not enough road or open space for a city with a population as big as Brighton to move 

around with a mass transit option. 

TABLE 6 

 Why is there less cycling in all scenarios? 

 The questions do not match the scenarios well. 

 Mobility scooters access for disabled. Cycle/mobility routes. 

TABLE 7 

 Questions are more relevant to scenario 3 than 4. 

 Why are these scenarios so anti-bike? 

TABLE 8 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 9 

 No additional comments. 

TABLE 10 

 No additional comments. 

 


